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We define a graph (6‘) as an intersection graph p2(1;3 on the point set V(C) af any 
graph G. Let X(G) be the line set of G and F = V’(G) u X(G), where V’(G) indicates the , 

family of a11 OX psint subsets of the set V(G). Let MC) = Q(Fj. Mf6) is called the middle 
graph at‘ C;. The following theorems restilt : 

1. Let C be any graph and G+ bc a graph constructed from G‘. Then we have 
G), where L( G”) 1s the line graph of G;‘. 

~;“~POPPDI 2. Let G be a graph. The middle graph Vi) of C; ic hamiltonian if and only 
if G contains a closed spar,ning trail. 

I7zrx~~~n 3. if a graph C; is euferian, then the middle graph &f(G) of G is eulerian and 
ha mian. 

POF=~~ 4. ~f~~~~~~) is eulerian, then C is eulerian and M(G) is hamiltonian. 
;f;htxvxv~ 5 Let G be cl graph. The middle graph stains a closed spanning 

trai and only if (; is connected and without points 
eore??r 6. Ilf a graph G‘ IS Fr-iine connected, then ph MC) is +connected. 
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degree of tdi 

‘(G) = ids, 

2. ‘We abbrevi%te LIG). 
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(G 1 be the point set 



y the ZSLIITI~~~OII that, the PC$TI~S ui ii~~e difl’~r~~It frotn the points 241 

of 6. and that ui are distinct from each other, VW have 

(Uit l’~, n ~~4j’ ~j) = (?4i} n (ui> ~ 8 i#.j), 

cui. L’i> n x = {~4i) r) x. + 
I I 

xi fb x. 
I 

=XiRX.. 
J 

This shsws th;llt the intersection of the two elements of X(G + ) 93in- 
tide< with that of the csrresponding two elements of V(G) u X(G). 
Hence we see that the adjacency of two points in L(6’) coincides with 
that czf the corresponding two points in M(C). 

Ikrefore the two graphs kW+ ) amf M(G) are ismmrphic. Thus the 
thqxem is proved. 

tmversabi!lity of M( CG ) 

Proposition 8 ‘in [ 41 states: L(G) is hamiltonian if and only if there is 
a tour in rS which includes at least one end-point of each line of G (a 
tour is thd,, same as the closed trail). 

If G contains a ~lssed spanning trail, say T, then G+ ucvntains a tour T, 
that is a closed trail as is described in [ 6, Proposition 81. Conversely kt 
us suppose that G+ contains a tour T, which includes at least one end- 

int of each line of G+. Then it is evident that T does not pass poin&s 
vi (i =: f , ‘.., p) (see Definition 2). 

Assume that T does not pass a point ui (see Definition 2). Then T can- 
pass any one of the endpoints of line (ui, ui), contradicting the hy- 

thesis- H~ZIC~ T passes all the prints ui (i = 1, . . . . /I) of C, ix., G oan- 
ns a dosed sparming trail a. The above consider3 tions and T 

to: 
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t is evident that JW) is eulcrian from the equalities ( 1 ) and (2). 
M(G) is hamiltonian by Theorem 2. 

of. G is eulerisn by ( I), and hence ,M(G) is hamiltonian by Theorem 3. 

The proof of t \t; following Theorem 5 is due to the referee 01’ this 
paper. 

Proof. If G is disconnected, then cle~ly M(G) is also disconnected. Ac- 
cordingly, M(G) canno; con ain ;1 spanning trai . If G has a point of de- 
gree < 1, then M(C) ha:. also a l%oint of degree < I from the equality ( I ). 

Accordingly, M(G) cannot co&in a closed trail. Therefore the necessity 
is established. Let us turrn to the proof o 

Let G be connected and without poin ess than 2 and let 
T be a spanning tre: of G. By the very definitions, MT) is a subgraph of 
M(C). Let us constrxt a closed almost-spanning trail of M( T). where we 
define an almost-spanning trail as a trail which passes through all points 
of iiV(r, except the endant ones (which are also pendant in T. as obvious). 

\ 
\ 
\ 

b 
PJ 

ig. 2. 



1 Fig. 3. 

curlst~uctjon is as foltows: First take a path P in T linking two pen- 
Starting from a point in M(P) adjacent to say I+ 

ndant edge of lpB incident to p, ) follow the lines 
d return 3y those in SCP). e obtain a trail as required corre- 

* P, then polints of 3egree higher than 2 exist in I). 
inlt and J’~ (# p!, p2 ) a pendant vertex in a branch of 
t h ,p( tv, p3 ) exists. The non-pendant points in M(P 1 

CJ ~~~~l~~d~~~ in an extended trail obtained fram the preceding one by 
+ in arm cqbvious notation, x2, x3, .U . ‘), SIP’), x3, IV, xI instead of 

where not all line3 are pioturedb. 
i&x than 3 (r;rs in the case shown in Fig. 2). then 
t vertex, sq p4. and the path I”‘( w, p4 ) and in- 
FP’). x4, IV. x1 instead of+, \c’, x, , and so on 
on as long as points of degree higher thm 2 are 

closed airnost-q-mming trail of 
uocessively, the edges in E 
so that the points represt 



Fig. 5. 

UT) are incll~ded: 
(a) If the added edge xg links t dan t vertices w’, 147” ( Fig. 3) 

in the ~ra~~~ we have at this stag 
tc”@, xrr , . . . , 

trail ._. xi, IV’. xj, . . . , x, , 

we insert .x,,t, s , w”, xn instead of x,n, w”, xn . 

iinks a pendsn&w?ex w” to a non-pendant vertex wf ( 
trail . . . x, , . . . , xi, IV’, xi, . . . , we set xi, xq, x,, , w”, xq , w’, xi 

instead of xi, w’, x2. 
(~3 If xy links t&o pendant vertices w‘. w” (Fig, S), then. in the trail 

. . . v, , . . . . x,, . . . , we set xpI. x , x,?~, d. x . 

These additions of lines do 
Q 4’ d*, x, instc 
not use alresdy used lines. 

points wif3 be intr dwed in the trail. 
This cixnplctes he proof of the theorem. 

e line-connec 2-e si ler 
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